Royal revelation

Who really killed

Mary, Queen
of Scots?
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Clockwise from left: The
documents were in pristine
condition and more than
half had been signed by
Elizabeth; an ink drawing
of the execution of Mary;
portrait of Mary,
Queen of Scots.

PICTURE CREDITS TO GO HERE PLEASE

History has pitched them as bitter rivals, but a thrilling new letter
written by Elizabeth I in 1584 for the cousin she later executed changes
everything we think we know about these two powerful queens.

It

was 2010 when Aussieborn Cambridge
University historian John
Guy took the phone call
that would rock his
world. On the line was
Sotheby’s in London. The
famed auction house had just been
given a cache of newly discovered
Queen Elizabeth I documents that
they thought the Tudor expert might
like to peruse before they went under
the hammer. “Intrigued, I hurried
down to New Bond Street.
Breathtakingly, 43 documents in
pristine condition, more than half
signed by Elizabeth or her leading
courtiers, were laid out on the desk,”
John tells me with renewed
excitement. He had no expectations
but what he found was explosive.
“The rules were the usual ones in
these circumstances: no notes, no
photos, as these were properties up
for sale. All shed fresh light on the
penultimate phase of Mary’s 19-year

imprisonment in England, many
illustrating a mounting obsession over
the possibility of her escape, as the
threat of foreign invasion grew. But
one thrilling letter changes our view
of history.”
John is talking about royal cousins
Mary Stuart, Queen of Scotland before
her forced abdication in 1567, and
Queen Elizabeth I, daughter of King
Henry VIII and the later-beheaded
Anne Boleyn. Elizabeth ruled England
from 1558 to her death in 1603 and
Mary’s challenge for the throne made
her a threat to her cousin, a rivalry
that ultimately led to her execution.
The mystery of what really
happened between these two powerful
female leaders, resulting in Mary’s
horrific end (according to an
eyewitness account Mary’s lips
continued to quiver for “a quarter of
an hour” on her decapitated head
after a rather botched beheading),
has fuelled histories, biographies,
plays, films and literature.

Was Elizabeth a merciless despot
or a perspicacious politician; Mary
a maltreated innocent or a scheming
traitor? Or, was this monumental
moment in history the result of an
external confederacy?
As John Guy was about to discover,
this letter proved to be the vital
missing part of that puzzle, blowing
apart the fake news surrounding the
two queens. “Missing since 1762, the
documents had clearly been purloined
around that time, probably during a
house move, from the papers of Sir
Ralph Sadler, Mary’s gaoler in 1584-85,
to whom most of them are addressed,”
Johns explains. “They amount to
around a third of Sadler’s archive
relating to his custody of Mary and
had been hastily ripped out of a bound
volume. I could still see the original
binder’s sewing-thread clinging to
several of the loosely stacked pages.”
The documents passed through the
trade, until purchased by the late Lord
Hesketh, whose estate sent them to
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Sotheby’s. Sold for £349,250, they
promptly disappeared again. Now,
finally, these 43 items are on long loan
to the British Library and if you’re in
the UK you can get to see and read
them as several star in the landmark
exhibition Elizabeth and Mary: Royal
Cousins, Rival Queens, which runs
until February 20.

“The idea that Elizabeth
and Mary were mortal
enemies is wrong.”

The key record in this historical
treasure trove has now been dubbed
the ‘John Guy’ letter. “It proves
conclusively that, in defiance of her
ministers, Elizabeth sought a lastminute reconciliation with her rival,
possibly even a meeting – as per
Friedrich Schiller’s play Mary Stuart,
Donizetti’s opera Maria Stuarda and
Hollywood films, of which the latest
is Josie Rourke’s Mary Queen of Scots
(2018), starring Saoirse Ronan and
Margot Robbie, which is based on my
2004 biography,” explains John.
“When the letter was written in
October 1584, Mary had been
imprisoned for 16 years. Overthrown
by her Scottish rebels who ruled in
the name of her young son James VI,
her flight across the Solway Firth in
1568 had presented the Protestant
Elizabeth with a stark choice. Should
she protect her Catholic cousin,
maybe even restore her to her throne,
or treat her as a threat?”
This was the issue at the heart of a
tug of war between the two women
that has beguiled royal historians
through the ages. “Elizabeth’s chief
minister, Sir William Cecil, and her
spymaster, Sir Francis Walsingham,
had no doubts. Just months before,
Walsingham had frustrated a
dangerous plot to kill Elizabeth
backed by Spain, the Pope, and Mary’s
Catholic relatives. The country was
on red alert. Mary had once claimed
to be the lawful queen of England.
Elizabeth’s ‘security’ and the ‘safety
of the state’ depended on keeping her
locked up,” says John – at least that
was the advice she was receiving.
But in a “chilling” set of instructions
also among these documents is a note
from Elizabeth: “Use but old trust and
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Despite their differences, the letter proves
Mary (left) and Elizabeth (right) believed a
last-minute reconciliation was possible,
but fate intervened. Above: Elizabeth’s
locket ring, which dates back to 1575.

new diligence, your affectionate,
loving sovereign, Elizabeth R.”
Was the monarch beginning to
suspect she was being played by
the men around her?
When Elizabeth yielded to her
instincts, everything changed, says
John. “The ‘John Guy’ letter is
addressed to Sadler, but he was to
show or read it to Mary. All wasn’t
plain sailing. Two years before, Mary
had asked that the ‘jealousy and
mistrust’ she claimed her cousin had
conceived of her should be removed.
Elizabeth icily chided her for this, but
swiftly softened, recounting that Mary
had now written to her ‘in a most kind
and friendly sort’. To avoid a fight to
the death, Elizabeth tendered an olive
branch. She was ‘content to assent’
that Mary’s confidential secretary,
Claude Nau, should ride south ‘to
acquaint us with such matter as she
shall think meet by him to impart to
us’. He was to bring with him such

proposals ‘as might work upon good
ground a thorough reconciliation
between us, which as she seemeth
greatly to desire, so should we also be
most glad thereof’,” John quotes.
In another part of the letter
Elizabeth talks of her wish for
‘friendship’, their experiences ‘tied in
blood’. “The idea that Elizabeth and
Mary were mortal enemies, despite
their religious differences, from the
beginning to the end of the story is
completely wrong,” says John.

Women’s perspective

“Mary always believed that, if they
could meet woman to woman, they
could settle their differences, and
much of the time Elizabeth thought
the same. The problem was always the
men in their lives, especially Cecil and
Walsingham in England, and Mary’s
treacherous half-brother, the Earl of
Moray, in Scotland, who were more
politically and ideologically driven
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Missing missive

and believed these queens had to
be saved from themselves.”
For John, finding the letter and
having it named after him is a
personal vindication. “I’d always
suspected that a letter of this sort
could turn up one day. They had
planned to meet in 1562, and there
was talk of another settlement in
1566, but events got in the way.”
For the British Library the letters
are also extremely topical, giving a
rare insight into this unique and
fascinating era through the eyes of
the women involved. But John pleads,
“This isn’t just the #MeToo version
of history: I had reached all my
conclusions 10 and more years before
#MeToo began, because the archival
evidence, which is voluminous, makes
all things clear … Elizabeth wanted a

settlement with Mary, not so much
because both rulers were women,
although that played an important
part, but because Mary was a
sovereign ruler. Elizabeth believed,
in accordance with the values of her
time and what she’d learned from her
father, Henry VIII, that rulers are
accountable only to God, and not to
their subjects or parliaments.”
Six weeks after she wrote her letter,
Nau presented Elizabeth with Mary’s
proposals. “They’re in French, tucked
away in The National Archives in Kew.
I knew about them before, but not
why Nau submitted them at this
moment, nor did I realise their
immense significance. I’d assumed
him to be acting off his own bat,
thrashing about in the dark. Finding
Elizabeth’s letter inviting them is the

missing piece. Closer investigation
shows that Elizabeth took them so
seriously, she disappeared for a month
to reflect on them in conditions of
absolute secrecy, to the consternation
of her male advisers.
“What Mary offered was close to
total surrender in exchange for her
freedom and the right to return to
Scotland to rule jointly with her son,
the young James VI. She said she
would recognise Elizabeth as the
lawful queen of England and never
again claim her throne, would not
support her cousin’s rebels, would not
conspire against her.”
The fact that it all failed cannot be
laid at either queen’s door, says John;
rather, it was the ambitions of Mary’s
son, James, that sealed her fate. “The
negotiations collapsed because James,
now 18, had no intention of sharing
his throne with a mother he barely
knew. Instead, he informed Mary that
he would honour her with the title of
‘Queen Mother’, but that was all.
There could be no question of joint
sovereignty or her return to Scotland.
Instead, James made his own
defensive treaty with Elizabeth. For
Mary, this was matricide, the cruellest
of betrayals. ‘I pray you to note,’ she
fulminated in a letter to James, ‘I am
your true and only Queen. Do not
insult me further with this title of
Queen Mother ... there is neither King
nor Queen in Scotland except me.’
“Her unbridled, secret
correspondence with her Catholic
supporters across Europe over the
ensuing months, which Walsingham
intercepted, was her direct reaction
to her son’s rejection. When in her
desperation she connived in the
infamous Babington Plot to abduct
and kill Elizabeth, she left her cousin
little choice but to put her on trial and
reluctantly sign her death warrant.
Now it was Elizabeth’s turn to sink
into deep despair.”
But why did Elizabeth go ahead and
order her cousin’s execution? “Quite
simply, Elizabeth’s advisers, notably
her chief minister, William Cecil, put
the frighteners on her,” says John …
And the rest is history. AWW
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